SUBMISSION CONTENT:

--

1) The Hume Highway is not a Freeway and many problems that exist that Vic Roads have been informed and not full filled.
2) Living in our Family Home the 'Only Home on the Hume" in the same place from land purchased in 1854 that is 164 years and the noise and pollution is shocking. More Vehicles and Transport on the Hume and only increasing but the Health of my Family has never been looked at by Vic Roads.
3) Access Roads not built to a Standard left short changed.
4) Melbourne Vic Roads asked Country People to attend meetings, I have attended and sent emails and have had one meeting but nothing fixed nor followed up on. Just given the flick as Melbourne Vic Roads Management do.
5) Incorrect Quotes for sub contractors working for Vic Roads and double dip on inside information on tender documents.
6) Emergency Gates that were passed by CRB in the 70's and built with numbers on the gates, then a local council take out two gates because of bullying to a local Farmer. An emergency happened in Sept 2017 and the Emergency Vehicle couldnt not enter the property and there was a near death on this farm.
7) A freeway was to be built and still not finished in areas, and excuses no money BUT there is money found to put the killer Rope Rail and what a waist of money that is. LIES LIES LIES
8) OHS on all Stock Underpasses as there not built to the correct standard. Local Farmers and locals cannot use these, because of safety concerns. Another incorrect project built of the Authority and there contractors.
9) Accidents on the Hume all detours are stuffed up, and no common sense to close one lane and divert on the median strips ..... on no the Police and other emergency services send vehicles on local roads and roads that cannot have B Doubles over small bridges etc...
10) Washed out Farming Properties with Fencing and Stock lost all caused by no maintenance of the Pipes and Roads built by Vic Roads, and to date no one has fixed any of this to date 15th January 2018.
11) Boundary Fencing of Vic Road and the Farmers nothing fixed or maintained.
12) Fire Hazard Vic Roads have caused a 'Fire Ball' in front of our home and they have been shown and nothing done.
we will be burnt out from Vic Roads if there was or is a Fire.

13) Melbourne Department of Vic Roads do not look after the Country People and there problems with any road that is Vic Roads.

14) Vic Roads all say there is not money to do this and that in the Country for Country Roads but they load it up in the City.
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